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Limit switches for the SMA antennas

Summary
In this memo, I summarize the hardware and software limit switches on the SMA

antennas. The emphasis is on logical and operational details rather than physical
characteristics of the switches and their mountings. The Programmable Limit switch
System (PLS) for avoidance of antenna collisions is also described. The purpose of
this memo is to summarize the current implementation of the limit switches system
and to highlight the required functionalities which are currently missing in our system.

1 Introduction
Overtravel limit swikhes are essential for the safe operation of any steerable

radio telescope. For the SM.1 antennas this requirement is even more important
considering that (1) our antennas are relatively more agile. (2) they lack a counter-
balance. allowing a free motion in elevation under gravity for elevations belovv - 40’:
(3) the pads in the nearest configuration of the array are close enough for collisions to
occur between the antennas on these pads. X reliable limit switch system is absolutel!
necessary during the testing phases when there is a possibility of a run-away situation
in servo or an accident due to software failure.

In the next section: I describe the hardware configuration of the limit switch
system. At the heart of our real-time control system is the Programmable Multi-
.~xis Controiier iPM.AC’I.  The operational states  of the Antenna Control Unit IXCU’I
PMAC are described in section 3. Section 4 summarizes the various limits and fault
conditions. The details about the software and hardware limits implemented through
the PMAC are also presented in this section. The PLCsi  in the ACU PMAC which
are relevant for the limit conditions are described in section 5. In section 6, I describe
the lap counter system which physically holds the azimuth limit switches and the

‘Programmable Logic Controller: PMAC  term for a task that is executed continuousiy in the
background, typically at least once every few milliseconds.
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hard stop ends. In section 7, I discuss the antenna collision avoidance system. An
appendix lists the various software addresses of the limit switch bits and the alarm
fl ags and hardware connections.

2 Hardware configuration
Figure 1 schematically shows the hardware connections of the limit switches, PMACs:
motor amplifiers and the brakes. The connections shown by dashed lines are yet to
be implemented.

The ACU PMAC is responsible for the control of the azimuth, elevation and the
chopper axes (not discussed here). This PMAC enables/disables the amplifiers for
each of the brushless DC motors and commands motion by sending commutated DXC
voltages to these amplifiers. ‘The amplifiers send to the PMAC the absolute motor
currents for monitoring, and the Fault status lines. The motor temperature values
are also monitored by the ACU PM.L\C.

The present wiring of the brakes and amplifier enable relays is such that disabling
of amplifier 1 (Azimuth motor 1, or ‘left’) shuts off the power supply to the azimuth
brakes: hence applying them. It would be safer to connect the panic button directly
to the amplifier disable lines and configure the Glentek to directly apply the brakes
through its pair of solid state relays. Brakes must always get applied whenever the
amplifer is disabled or powered off. The Programmable Limit Switch (PLS) PMAC
must also have direct connection to the disable lines of the Glentek.

In addition to the azimuth and elevation limits, there also exists a floating hard-
ware limit switch that can be positioned arbitrarily, the so called ‘cabin limit’. Cur-
rently we are using this limit switch as a ‘Panic Button’ through a PLC running in
the ACU PMAC. which disables all the three amplifiers when the panic button is hit.

The inputs to the ACU PSI.\C from the motor end include the temperacure of
the coils inside the motors and the absolute motor current. There is also a Fault line
input from the Glentek to the XCU PMXC. The events triggering the Fault line are
listed in section 4.2.

The PM.i\Cs  communicate to the slot 0 host computer through the Dual-Ported
RAM, which communicates to the control console Sparcstation through Reflective
Iv;ailivry.

3 PMAC Limit and Fault states
All of our limit and fault conditions will put the ACU PMAC in one of the following
states.

Limit state:
Ramp down the commanded position.
Disable motion in direction of limit.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the hardware configuration
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Exit the motion programs in the concerned coordinate system.

Recovery from Limit state: Simply drive out of limit; restart motion program.

Fault state:
Exit motion program in all coordinate systems.
Disable all motors.
Apply brakes.

Recovery from Fault state: PMAC startup - load all variable definitions and PLCs:
enable axes individually so that operation in other axis can be allowed to resume
even if the amplifier of the other axis is failed and shut off.

In addition, we may need an intermediate state where the PMAC shuts down
only one of the axis that is affected by an abnormal motor condition such as high
temperature or current. In this case, the PMXC will disable the concerned axis,
brakes will be applied to that axis, while continuing to allow motion in the other
axis. This intermediate state is referred to below as Shut Down Axis.

If either of the amplifier is disabled, the hardware connections should be such
that irrespective of the status of the P&I.&C; the brakes are alwaq-s applied. ‘The
Fault condition in Glentek should also apply the brakes. The recovery from these
Glentek power off and Fault conditions should be made possible only by manually
resetting or powering on the amplifiers.

If the PM;\C is powered off. the Glentek amplifiers are disabled and brakes are
applied.
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4 Limits and fault conditions

4.1 Position limits
The various position limits and the consequences of attaining them are summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1.
Limit Value PM,lC default action PMVIAC further action Host action
Soft AZ +(-) +357(-177)  None. None. Clamp value
Soft EL +(-) 88(3) None. Kane. Clamp value
Firm AZ +(-) +358(-1X)  Limit Set alarm flags. DPRXG-
Firm EL +(-) 89(-L) Set alarm flags. - R e f .  Mem.

Hard .4Z +(-), +36 (- 86 )
Hard EL +(-) a

Limit
1

XZ Hard Stop 360(-130) Shut Down X.xis
EL Hard Stop (5) Shut Do\vn  r\.xis

Disable amp.! DPRXM-
apply brakes, - R e f .  Mem.
enable override
PLC, set alarm-flags.
Same as above Sone
Same as above 5one

Remarks on Table 1.: P.WlC default action implies the PSI.kC firmware’s response
to the limits. some aspects of which are controlled through certain I variables as
discussed in the nest section. P31.-1Cfarther  action.  is what we want the PSI,\C to
do additionally on hitting a limit by executing a background PLC.

The azimuth and elevation values are calculated every second in the host computer
(prima. in the antenna cabin). These values will be checked to be within limits before
communicating them to the Antenna Control L’nit (.lCU)  P11.1C’ through the Dual
Ported RAM (DPRAM).  This is what we refer to as a software limit. Note that by7. / _-..rlvlfib s soisware  imilt, we mean a iimiL-checking  perIormea  in the firmware 0I tne
P:XC, referred to here as Firm limit. Clump value under host action means that
primo will stop updating the coordinate (az or el) but continue sending the same
value to the PMAC. If the antenna is in the tracking mode: the ACU PMAC will
be using the PVT moves using the stream of az and el values that it receives. If
either or both of the az and el values stop changing, the PVT will just hold that
coordinate while continuing to track in the other. Thus, if the high elevation software
limit is reached by say a transiting source for which the declination is close to the
latitude, the elevation value will be clamped while the antenna will continue tracking
in azimuth. If the antenna is in the slew mode, the ACU PMAC will be executing a
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LINEAR move in which the end position would have already been specified. In this
case. the software limit will not be effective and the firm limit will be reached.

There is no sensor on the hard stops. If a hard- stop is reached during a run-
away situation, the motor current (si temperature) will rise abnormally. This will be
checked by the motor-limits.plc  which will set the appropriate alarm flags and disable
the amplifier and apply brakes on that axis. In case the PhIA fails to impose this
limit, the Glentek will Fault as discussed in section 4.2.

On reaching a hardware limit, the by default, PMAC will ramp down the com-
manded position and exit the motion program and the servo loop will remain closed.
Xdditional action will be implemented through a PLC (hardXmit.plc).  These and
other PLCs  are described in section 6.

4.2 Fault conditions

The .4CU PMXC will be put in the Fault state by the following conditions

Panic Button
The final wiring will be such that on activating the panic button, the amplifier
will be disabled, brakes will be applied. and the PMXC will be put in Fault
state.

Fatal jollowing error

The PMXC will go into the Fault state if the following error exceeds the limit
set in 1x11 variable for motor x.

.-lmplijiIer fault conditions

There is a Fault line connected from the Glentek to the ACID P.\I,Ic’. Triggering
of this line will put the PNAC in Fault state. This Fault line will be set by the
following conditions.

1. Amplifier under/over voltage fault

2. Amplifier Electronic Circuit Breaker fault. This condition can be caused
oy a snort m cne motor ieaas. ir 6ne peak output oi tne ampimer exceeds

1. ._ I-A 1. II r. 1‘lOOX for 10 ~secunc~s UI *JA lor 1.5 seconds, ant: ia~u~ output isg e n e r a t e d .

3.  .4mplifier Over-temperature fault.  When the heatsink temperature ex-
ceeds a limit that could damage the output transistors, a fault output is
generated.

In addition to the above, if the amplifier is simply turned off, the Fault line will
be set and PMAC will enter the Fault state.

Note that if the amplifier faults and the PMAC is put in the Fault state, to
recover, the amplifier has to be reset manually. If on the other hand, the panic
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button is activated and the PM.iC goes in the Fault state, recovery is achieved by
simply pulling out the panic button and re-enabling the amplifier through PMAC.

4.3 Details
4.3.1 Hardware limits

All the hardware limit switches are wired into the PMAC and their status is
checked by the PMAC every servo cycle. which is every 442 ,U seconds. In the PMAC,
there are two inputs per motor from the limit switches going through the JMLIXCHl  SC
JMACH’:! connectors. Both these must be held “low” for the motor to be allowed to
move. On our limit switches. depressing the micro-switch, the input to the PMXC  be-
comes “high”. Each limit switch actually consists of a pair of micro-switches mounted
side-by-side and connected in series. Note that the actual definitions of the polarity
of these limits is opposite to the sense of the direction. That is, the so called +LIM is
at the negative end of the azimuth travel (or towards horizon in elevation) and vice
versa.

The addresses of the registers where the limit switch bits appear in the PM.AC
are summarized on page S-38 of the PMAC manual. For our implementation, these
addresses are summarized in Table 1 of this memo. For each motor: this address has
to be set in the 1x25 variable (where x is the motor number). The lSth bit of this
address enables or disables the limit switch.

On hitting a firm or hard limit: PMAC decelerates the motor with a rate of
deceleration set by 1x15 (each motor with its own rate of deceleration). Note that it
is the commanded trajectory for that motor that is brought to rest, not the actual
trajectory. Therefore: if there happens to be a large following-error at the moment of
hitting the limit. there is a possibility of overtravel due to the servo and the antenna
can hit the hard stop.

The PSIXC manual suggests that one must select a reasonable value of the
following-error limit to avoid the situation where the PhI.‘\C’s decelerated commanded
trajectory is unable to stop the antenna before the hard stop. However, hard-limit.plc
will ensure that amplifier is disabled and brakes are applied before the antenna can

1. ‘1 I _lrurrl “L,e :x2 s,uvy.
In azimuth, we need a travel distance of about X!cm b-t ., __._ “.__ .._ __.”  I ., _ “-_. _.__P ,nieen thcx limit m.Gt,-h onrl

the hara stop. This corresponds to about 4 degrees of motion in azimuth and at its
maximum allowed rate of slewing, the antenna has about 1 second to halt completely
before reaching the hard stop. In the present system, the distance between the ramp
which activates the limit switch, and the hardstop, is about 10 cm and the limit
switch is not activated even on reaching the hardstop.
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4.4 Firmware limits
On hitting the firm limit (the PM.4C’s  software limits set by I variables),  the

PMAC’s  default action is the same as that for the hardware limit. Since the servo
loop remains closed: the antenna can simply be jogged out of the limit condition
in the opposite direction. Such a jog command can be issued through the VME
mailbox registers through DPRAM communication +- prima +- reflective memory c
smal. Hitting the firm limit will also trigger soft-limit.plc which will take care of the
notification to the DERS.

The positive and negative position limits are set by the I variables 1x13 and Ix14
respectively (units of encoder counts). These values are not the absolute encoder
counts, they are incrementally counted from the absolute zero encoder reading ac-
quired during the last power-up of the PMAC (smce we are using absolute position
encoders; this will always be the same). This means, we do not have to worry about
the lap-counting as far as the setting of the position limits is concerned. We do have
to ensure however, that the ‘zero’ of the encoder readings is not reset by the HOMEZ
command. This will be ensured by checklim.plc which will also check the values of
1x13  and 1x14 variables.

The following-error limit is set by 1x11  (in units of l/16 of encoder counts). There
is also a warning following error limit available (1x12) which can be useful to send
out a control bit (through one of the machine outputs on the PMilC) for actions
such as stopping the data acquisition. The velocity limit is set through 1x16. Note
that in PVT mode, the velocity limit is not followed. This limit will be useless while
tracking and an alternative velocity check has to be implemented (this will be done
in the PLS PMAC, see section 7). The velocity limit will be active during a slew
which is in LINEAR mode. This comment also holds for the acceleration limit (Is19
for RAPID mode and 1x17 for LINEAR mode). In addition to these. we have torque
limits through 1x69. 1x6s  and 1x67.  Is69 is the D.\C output limit.  1x6s  is a ,-jolt”
limit and 1x67  is a limit that prevents a .‘big-step” in the servo feedback (see pg 3-73
of PXIXC manual).

For the firmware limits to be imposed, it is necessary to have a motion program
running in the PMAC, involving the relevant motors. While this is certainly going
to be the case for the Antenna Control Unit (ACU) PMAC which will tracking and

. ^ . ^ -_~I- -. e -._, -
~LCYVIL+  liuc: aiiianii&;  iill fikci ilUi tt: ir-uz iVT iilc FL> i.vlfib. I lie FL3 flvlnb i&l
--l-- check position limits and not velocity and acceleration limits unless there is a"'llf
dummy motion program running on it, or the veiocity and acceleration values are
calculated every moment from the PLS encoders and the limits applied through a
P L C  (PLS-vel-limit.s.plc).

Finally, the exact positions in azimuth and elevation of the hardware limits can
be found from a “Homing search move” which is described on pgs 3-81,S2 of the
PMAC manual. In this operation, the limit switch is first disabled, then the antenna
is slowly moved across the limit and the encoder position is captured accurately at
the moment the limit is hit. Thus, the limiting values listed in Table 1 hold only
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for relative positions: their absolute positions are approximate, and have yet to be
determined by the homing search move.

5 Summary of PLCs in the ACU PMAC
The following table lists the safety PLCs required in the ACU PMAC along with a
description of their functions.

motor-limits.plc
Monitor motor current and temperature of all the three motors. These values
are read through the ADC channels by the ACU PMAC. The temperature
is measured using a thermistor mounted near the coils in each motor. The
temperature and current values are displayed on the fluorescent display unit
and also written to DPRAM locations for communication to the DERS. There
are two levels of limits, warning and fatal. On reaching the fatal limit of the
motor current or the temperature, that particular motor is disabled (brakes are
appbed) and DERS is notified. The PMAC is put in the Shut Down Axis state.

sofi-limit.plc
DERS is notified on the violation of the PM-AC  firm limits. The relevant alarm
flags are listed in the appendis.

hard-limit.plc
Disables the amplifier. brakes get applied. DERSIS notified and the override.plc
is enabled.

ouerride.plc

This PLC will be enabled by the hard-limit.plc.  On enabling it (through a host
command or a hardware switch), this PLC will esecute the following steps.

1. release brakes. enable amplifier
2. Adjust the feed rate to 30% to allow a slow moving out from the limit
3. close the servo loop
4. Jog the antenna in the opposite direction until the limit is released
5. Release the limit-hit flag through the defined &I variables and through

DPRAM (so that the appropriate flag(s) is reset in the DERS
6. Restore the feed-rate back to 100%
7. Disable itself



checklim.plc
Cross-checks the I variable values for the position limits and that the ‘zero’
offsets of the encoders (with respect to which.these limits are measured) are
always set to zero.

counter.plc
This PLC will simply count a variable and keep updating its value in a DPRAM
location so that we can confirm that the PLCs are getting executed. If for
instance, the PMAC gets stuck in a motion program, the PLCs  may not be
visited by the multi-tasking system and the counter.&  will stop counting.

6 The Azimuth Lap Counter
We have a roughly 540 degrees of travel in azimuth measured f2’iO” from True

East respecting the cable wrap2. At the onset of tracking, the ACC PMIXC needs
to know the current azimuth position (in the 540“ range) in order to decide which
direction to take to reach the source. Our 22 bit absolute optical encoder covers
the range of 360”. The additional information on the lap of the cable wrap. will be
provided by the pair of limit switches mounted on the lap counter. The truth table
of these switches is as follows (see also Figure 2.):

I: :. ‘_, i A- AL. il.i il.. 1 -L._ ._... 11..is >*~+rt&t” “V L”“tz  “llcl”  “Al< lap L.;iLL”a  &.m,iLLl”Lf  ,a a:a; c:,, A-“;,, vhG
holds the azimuth hardware limit switches and the plates against which the hard stops
can nit. The above iogic states are reached oniy when the iap counter has iuiiy settieci
in one of these three allowed positions. Mechanically, this is ensured by notches on
the cylinder of the lap counter arm against which rests a spring-loaded cam. It is
possible to mis-position the lap counter such that its logical state is inconsistent with
the current azimuth according to the above table. When this happens: neither the
hardware switches, nor the hard-stop will be usable. Such a perilous situation is likely

2See  also memo 94.
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Figure 2: ‘The azimuth cable wrap

to arise during the re-stationing of an antenna on the pad (as witnessed recently at
the Westford site). Thus it is extremely important to continuously cross-check the
position of the lap counter assembly. This can be done most suitably by the PLS
PXAC which will be reading the multi-turn absolute encoders directly. Yote however.
that presently, the lap counter connections are made only to the XCU PMIAC. Similar
connections need to be made also to the PLS PSI.\C in parallel (see Figure 1.).

.A PLC running on the PLS PMAC  can easily check if the lap counter switches
are in the correct status according to the current azimuth. If not. a warning can be
communicated through the DPR.AhI + reflective memory + smnl. In particular,
the last status (1.1) in the above truth table . should be allowed only when the lap
counter is being flipped over. The travel in azimuth during this flip over is about 2 -
3 degrees. It is also useful to note that the lap counter arm is not guaranteed to latch
well on one of the correct positions if the antenna is moving very rapidly in azimuth,
say at, a. raw of IO-20 ‘/.c. Slich a high rat,,-  of mot,ion  however is verv lmlikrlv to
occur because of the velocity limit.

Th, C,ll,...;-r.  c,Ll, CO!!c.Ctc e,,p+L,.. +L, -.n-:,..L UC ."I," '"0 ‘A.-ILL

wil l  run on the ACU PMAC.
IJo., -I - -II .rL,J,,.,s  pLc: -?p'+i~_?w! C5,2r-f ~.~~~~r-'-
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‘7 The Programmable limit switch system for an-
t enna collision avoidance

7.1 Collision zones in azimuth and elevation
Figure 3. shows the SMA’s  innermost configuration of antenna pads. Let L,,,

denote the maximum extent of the antenna structure from the intersection of the
azimuth and elevation axes. If the distance between a given pair of antenna pads is
less than ZL,,,, then for certain azimuth and elevation values, a collision can occur
between the antennas mounted on these pads. In general, this range of azimuth
and elevation for a given antenna on one of these pads. would depend upon the
orientation of the neighboring antenna. For simplicity and reliability, however, we
treat the neighboring antenna as a sphere with radius L,,, centered upon the point
of intersection of azimuth and elevation axes. The following table lists the various
pairs of pads which will have antennas that can collide, as a function of L,,,. The
positions of these pads are shown in Figure 3. The dashed circles in Figure 3 are the
6m diameter dishes looking at zenith, to provide a visual scale. Full circles have radii
= L,,,.

Table 3.
Lmaz Pad pairs

Cm)
4.26 7-3
4.75 k3,5-6
4.76 7.3.5.6.3.&l-2

i< s.02

From the antenna design drawings. the value of L,,, is .5.16m lrhich is the distance
between the tip of the quadrapod from the intersection of azimuth and elevation axes.

1 1 . “..
The iollljwing iaoli lists  ik resultmg values ui mniimg azimuin ail; &~&on iur ihr
antennas on the pads 1 to 7.
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au,c Yz.

FromPad ToPad  Azimuth1 Azimuth2 Elevat ion Dis tance
(ded (de4 (ded (m)

7

1 2 209.20 254S6 22.53 9.51
-1SO.S -105.1-1

2 1 29.20 74.86 22.5:3 9.51
3 4 329.21 14.94 22.87 9.51

-30.79 360.0
3 7 119.54 158.25 34.36 8.52

-180.0 -171.75
4 3 149.21 194.94 22.87 9.51

-180.0 -165.06
5 6 s9.43 135.47 23.02 9.50
6 5 269.43 315.a7 23.02 9.50

-90.57 -44.53
7 3 299.54 8.25 31.36 8.52

-60.46 360.0 1

The PLS PM.AC will get the antenna’s true azimuth and elevation (in the -150”
to 360” range) through an independent pair of 12 bit absolute multi-turn encoders.
(These are 4096 bits per revolution times 4096 turns encoders). The PLS P%LIXC
will not be executing any motion program. The following 3 PLCs will be the only
software running on the PLS PSIXC.

axlchk.plc:  (1) Read pad ID th.lough hardware-encoded connector. \Vrite pad ID to
DPRAM + primo (for pad location look-up) and to reflective memory + smal
so SMARTS can perform a sanity check on the pad identification. (2j Check
az and el values against limit values corresponding to the given pad (Table 4.).
(3) If limit is hit; disable amplifiers, apply- brakes. notif)-  ACI: Phl.\C  to exit
motion program and notify to DERS.

pls-uel-limits.plc:  (1) Compute az and el rates from PLS encoder readings, check
limits.  if limit? hit. do 13) ahyp,

lapcntr.pic:  Perform sanity check of the iap counter switches according to Tabie 2.
If an inconsistency is spotted, carry out step (3) as in description of azelchk.plc.

encoder-&k.&:  (1) Perform sanity check of the main position encoders read through
DPRAM. Compare with PLS encoder readings. If discrepancy found to be
greater than 21” (resolution of PLS encoders), hit brakes etc as above.

The enable status of all of the above PLCs can be checked by the host (and perhaps
the DERS) via the 22”* bit of the e xecution  addresses for all the PLCs (listed on pg
5-12  of the PMXC manual).
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To be discussed:

l If the reduction in observing time is significant due to the absolute zone-limits
in azimuth and elevation, we will need to consider a truly programmable limit
system where one antenna checks the position of the others in real time, and
adjusts its limits accordingly. In addition, we may also consider using active
sensors such as sonar ranging devices (for far detection) and/or infrared pulsed
LEDs and detector system (for near-detection), wired into the PLS PMAC.

l Is the enabling of DPRAM communication in the PLS PMAC going to com-
promise the safety by allowing the possibility of a control command such as
Cntrl-D (disable PLCs)  sneaking through7

l Details about the encoding of the pad ID.

l Communication between the ACU PMAC and the Environment Control Cnit
PMXC to check the status of the cooling water flow to the motors.

Hardware notes:

l \iVe need the panic button to also connect directly to the motor amplifier’s enable
line instead of just going through the PMXC. The amplifier should apply the
brakes through the pair of solid state relays (SSR 101 & 402) when disabled.

l The current azimuth direction is opposite to the conventional sense. &hen this
direction sense is corrected, the polarities of the azimuth limit sjritches also
have to be reversed in their connections to the PM.AC.  otherwise PMXC  wili
ignore the limit switches.

l ‘The lap counter switches must also be connected to the PLS PMAC.

l The distance between the azimuth limit switch ramp and the hard stop needs
to be increased by about 1Ocm (or the hard stops need to be pushed further
back).
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A P P E N D I X

List of limit alarm flags set through the DPRATvI.

Flag name
AZ+
AZ-
EL+
EL-
LapCtrS
LapCk-
Panic Btn
Motor Fault AZ1
Motor Fault AZ2
Motor Fault EL
Motor current lim AZ1
Motor current lim AZ2
Motor current lim EL
LIotor  temperature lim AZ1
Motor temperature lim AZ2
Motor temperature lim EL
PLC counter
Amp Enable AZ1
Amp Enable AZ2
Amp Enable EL
PLS lim padID
PLS AZ lim
PLS EL lim
PLS vel lim AZ
PLS vel lim EL
PLS accn lim AZ
PLS accn lim EL
PLS LapCtr chk
PLS Encoder chk

? ble 6.
M var DPRAM address
M 122 M124+X:$D441,0
Ml21 >1125-X:$D441,1
>I522 M224*X:$D441,2
M521 M225-+X:$D441,3
M222 M176+X:$D441,4
MI221 hI177-+X:$D441,5
M822 M225-X:$D441,6
Ml23 M126-iX:S”D441,7
M223 M226iX:$D441,8
M323 M326-X:$D441,9
Ml67 Ml30+X:$D444,0
M267 M230iX:$D442,1
M367 M330+X:$D442,2
?/I168 M129-X:$D442,3
41268 M229--?i:SD442,4
M36S M329-X:SDU2,5
>I200 M1023-XsD442.E
5’1114 M137- XSD441,lC
M214 Iv12377X:$D441,11
>I314 M337-X:$D441.1::
>I150 M4’24+X:$D443,0.
511.51 til425-X:$D443,9
51132 SIJ’ZG-X:JD4-13.1C
x11.53 M427 -X:$D443.11
511.54 SI-128-X:JDA43.1;
1,115s M-&29-X:SD443.1?
kI156 M430+X:$D443,11
?#I157 M431-X:SD443,1;
51158 M432+X:$D443.lt

1.16
I
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The following table identifies the limit switches along with their software addresses and
hardware connections.

Limit Switch Name
A4Z+ AlA9Sl,S2
AZ- AlA9%,S4
EL+ AlASS9,SlO
EL- x1x9s11:s12

LapCtrS AlA9S5;S6
LapCtr- .41A9S7,S8

Panic Btn

Table 6.
Connection

JMACHl pin C26
JMACHl  pin C27
JMACHS pin C26
JMACH2 pin c27
JMACHl  pin A26
JMACHl  pin A27
JMACH2  pin A19

PMVIAC  a.xis PMAC address
1 x:$cooo,22,1
1 x:$cooo,21,1
5 x:$c010,22,1
5 x:$c010,21,1
2 X:$COO4,22.1
2 X:$COO4,21,1
8 X:$COlC.22:1

UVar
Ml22
Ml21
M522
M521
M222
M221
>I822
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